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South Asian Ephemera Collection (SAE)

● Launched in March 2022
● An openly accessible repository of 

items that spans a variety of subjects 
and languages and supports research, 
teaching, and private study. 

● https://dpul.princeton.edu/sae

https://dpul.princeton.edu/sae


Challenges for SAE

● Abundance of languages and scripts
● Finding new ways for external 

collaborators to contribute
● Data ingest and extraction 





چرامتروع (Aurat March, 2019) by Shehzil 
Malik

Aurat March, 2020 
by unknown artist

हम यह$ं के ह( (We belong here, 2020) by Shilo 
Shiv Suleman (Fearless Collective)



What if…

…we could develop sustainable and potentially scalable ways in other 
applications to create item level metadata for posters, leaflets and other types of 
ephemeral materials; and what if we could broaden the scope of those who can 

create it?



Figgy brings us together!

● Digital Initiatives can’t happen without
○ Selection, curation, and prioritization of materials
○ Imaging equipment and expertise
○ A place to put stuff

● Curation and Discovery depend on
○ Subject Specialists
○ IT Developers
○ Metadata Specialists
○ Figgy-Proficient Staff

We will develop and deploy a scalable, sustainable and replicable model that can be used for similar 
ephemeral collections from around the world.

LAE



We have digital images!

… now what?

We will develop a streamlined data-entry 
system for the creation of item-level 
metadata from the ephemera and a system 
for ingesting the metadata into a database 
architecture that will link to the images



From Figgy to DPUL & LAE



PUL North Stars

● We will be strategically and operationally agile as we develop and adapt 
services and resources.

● We will meet patrons wherever they are, and democratize access to 
knowledge as a core component of the library experience.

● As global citizens, we will diversify our collections, preserving the present 
and the past with awareness, humility, and respect.

● Diversity, equity, and inclusion will be the foundation of our culture.

● We will leverage library resources to help identify, reveal, and combat 
systemic racism.

● We will proactively establish and invest in partnerships across the 
University and around the world.



Collaborations 

Our model will ensure potential for new collaborative initiatives for 
shared access across departments and continents



● Fernando Acosta-Rodriguez (facosta@princeton.edu)
● Ellen Ambrosone (ellen.ambrosone@princeton.edu)
● Kim Leaman (kleaman@princeton.edu)

Special thanks to all of our colleagues in ITIMS!

● Digital Library Services, including our student software developers
● Digital Repository and Discovery Services
● Discovery and Access Services
● Operations and Desktop Support
● Digital Imaging Studio
● Cataloging and Metadata Services

Thank you!
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